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Description

Saif Zone Careers
Would you like to work in Saif Zone Careers? We are currently looking for enthusiastic candidates to fill
our job vacancies. As a retail service provider, Saif Zone Careers is prepared to invest a lot of effort in
the right candidate. If you think you have what it takes to complete the fundamental jobs offered, be
sure to put together a strong CV and apply today!

A strong CV might improve your chances of landing a job in Dubai. Prepare a great CV by doing your
study. If you do not have a CV, you may obtain one by clicking on the following link.

Dubai CV: Click here to download a CV for Dubai Jobs

Walk-in interviews: Check the latest walk-in interviews jobs in Dubai

Jobs Details: Saif Zone Careers

Organization Name Saif Zone 

 Job Location Abu Dhabi

 Nationality Any Nationalities

 Education Equivalent degree/diploma holders

 Experience Mandatory

 Salary Discuss during an interview

 Benefits As per UAE labor law

 Last Updated on 13 march 2023

Saif Zone Careers
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Saif Zone Careers

About Saif Zone:

With a vision to be the ideal business hub for the region, Sharjah Airport International Free Zone (SAIF
Zone) is the Government of Sharjah’s flagship free zone. Providing an environment in which
businesses can collaborate, grow and prosper, it has connection, community, and convenience at its
core.

At SAIF ZONE, we offer you the attractive tax-friendly benefits combined with complete ownership in a
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designated free zone at an unmatched strategic location. With every detail thoughtfully structured and
robust service support, we provide plenty of opportunities to connect and collaborate so you can focus
solely on growing your business.

As the Middle East and Africa becomes an ever more lucrative destination for global businesses, the
competition to secure that business becomes equally as fierce. Minimal costs and maximum efficiency
play a large role but ultimately it is the delivery of the entire package which will See the strongest
businesses thrive. At SAIF ZONE we believe that we not only provide that package for this region, we
deliver a product which connects our partners to the rest of the world.”

“As we enter the second quarter of 2019, I am proud to inform you that more than 8,000 companies
from around 165 countries have currently established their presence at the Sharjah Airport
International Free Zone (SAIF ZONE). This is a grand testimony to SAIF ZONE’s growing appeal as a
business destination where SMEs and multi-nationals alike can utilise the benefits of our strategic
location, modern infrastructure and customer focus-based service to expand and conduct their
businesses with confidence.

Our Vision

To be the ideal business hub for businesses to collaborate, grow and prosper in the region.

Our Mission

To provide businesses with the best possible supportive, environment to grow.

List Of Jobs In  Saif Zone Careers (New Updates)

Job Title Location

Assistant Front Office Manager Dubai

Intern Human Resources Dubai

Insurance Coordinator Dubai

Sales Associate Dubai

Assistant Manager Dubai

Accounts Executive Dubai

Logistics Assitant Dubai

Administrative Assistant Dubai

SEND YOU CV NOW AT :careers@saif-zone.com

How to Apply for Saif Zone Careers
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If you have taken the decision to apply for Dubai jobs to change your lifestyle, and you are interestedto
apply for any of the jobs above, then it’s very simple. Just click on the following button to upload
your resume (CV). Once you clicked it will take you to the main page of the above company’s website.
There, you will be able to apply for your favorite job.

Saif Zone Careers

Click the following button to apply for Saif Zone Careers It will take you to the main website of the Saif
Zone Careers . There you will find a form to upload your CV. We wish you the best of luck.

999+ New High Salary Jobs Click Here Now:
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